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n 1991, when India launched its economic reforms, China’s economy was
about 50 per cent bigger than India’s. By 2000, the Chinese economy had
grown to two-and-a-half times India’s size. Now it is five times as big. That
is about the size relationship that India has today with the United Arab

Emirates, or Colombia, when it comes to relative gross domestic product. No one
in India thinks those countries are India’s equal; and no one in China thinks India
is its equal. After the talk of Chindia (Jairam Ramesh), of India and China rising
together (Confederation of Indian Industry), of there being room for both coun-
tries in Asia (Manmohan Singh), and other blather, it is time to get real. Far from
the Indian hope that it be treated as the pre-eminent power in South Asia and the
Indian Ocean region, the emerging reality is that China is steadily pushing into
South Asia.

Xi Jinping’s proposals for this region are aimed primarily at developing the
transport links that can help it neutralise India’s geographical advantage in the
region. Both the Maritime Silk Road and the proposed road link between Kunming
in south-west China and Bangladesh, through Myanmar and India’s north-east
(a back-door entry into South Asia, so to speak), are designed to link the region
more closely to the Chinese economy — as has already been done with Southeast
Asia and is proposed to be done in Central Asia with a revival of the Silk Road. Such
proposals also have obvious strategic implications. India has been wary in its
responses, but Sri Lanka is enthusiastic about a scale of Chinese investment pro-
posals that India cannot match, proposals strategically targeting a larger role in
Sri Lanka’s ports. Meanwhile, if Indians thought that the Maldives were a depen-
dant country (remember, we foiled a coup bid in the 1980s), think again. Tourism
accounts for about 30 per cent or more of the country’s economy, and Chinese
tourists have overtaken the once predominant Westerners in number. They
account for 24 per cent of all tourist arrivals; India’s share is barely three per cent.
What dependence, and on whom? After Sri Lanka and the Maldives, Mauritius?

For years, India’s attitude to Chinese investment was the same as that of the
United States: view with suspicion, block if possible. Chinese telecom equipment
was subjected to a special security audit. Then Chinese power equipment com-
panies pretty much took over the business in India, offering a combination of low
prices and cheap finance that won over Reliance Power and Lanco, while Indian
equipment suppliers remained hungry for orders. India has fretted about the neo-
colonial nature of bilateral trade (exporting raw materials while importing man-
ufactured goods), and the massive trade imbalance. The Chinese meanwhile com-
plained that India was being unfriendly when it came to its treatment of Chinese
goods, companies and investment. That seems to have changed; many Indians
are disappointed that China is offering only $20 billion in investment over five
years, not $100 billion! Do we really want to be like some African countries, wel-
coming Chinese investment to build railways, set up special zones, and the like?

Writing on this page earlier this week, Nitin Pai referred to a recent Heritage
paper by Michael D Swaine that analyses Xi Jinping’s double-pronged diplomatic
push: build positive economic relations while maintaining hard-line stances on
territorial and resource issues. That approach is very much in evidence when it
comes to India: incidents along the Line of Actual Control (LAC) continue along-
side the economic initiative of offering investment and transport proposals. The
point is simple: if India wants to avoid being cast as a subsidiary power in South
Asia, and being put under pressure on strategic issues, it has to stop coming up
second-best against the Chinese economy.     
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When my sister and I
were children, our
birthdays passed by

without a ripple. For the middle
class, the birthday cake and
singing of “Happy Birthday”
had not yet become mandatory,
and all that my mother did was
to prepare payesh (kheer to
north Indians), having a spoon-
ful or two of which was consid-
ered to be auspicious. It is only
when our children began to
grow up that birthdays began
to be celebrated regularly in our
family, and we came across the
unique institution of the
“return gift”. I then had no dif-
ficulty in declaring that social

practices had gone too far when
the parents of one of our daugh-
ter’s class friends at nursery
school celebrated her birthday
at Delhi’s Taj Man Singh. 

My own life had changed a
little when I met the person
who eventually became my
spouse. She believed
in celebrating birth-
days with gusto and a
key part of it was com-
ing up with a carefully
chosen greetings card.
She surprised me once
by chucking not one
but two such cards at
me, saying she could
not make up her mind
on which one to
choose and so there
were the two, and I
could throw away the
one which I liked less. 

Throughout my adult life, I
have periodically had both
friends and professional
acquaintances wish me on my
birthday. But once they have
realised that I did not recipro-
cate by wishing them on theirs,
the flow of such good wishes
has dried up. All to the good, I
have thought. 

There have been one or two
exceptions to this rule. A small
group of people – my closest
relatives and friends – have
taken me for what I am and car-
ried on wishing me irrespec-
tive of whether I have recipro-
cated or not. In recent years,

after retirement,
these friends
have usually
prefaced their
wishes with
words like, “at
this stage people
like us should be
forgetting, not
celebrating, our 
birthdays”. 

As if this was
not enough,
something far
more serious has
started happen-

ing in the last few years. An
increasing number of comput-
er systems have begun wishing
me on my birthday. First it was
my bank, when I decided to fall
in line with the times and went
in for internet banking. Then
it was the investment bank
with which I maintain my
demat account — in which

reside a few forlorn shares,
which I had acquired during a
period of distraction and which
I do not know what to do with,
discard or cherish. 

Thereafter, it was my cell-
phone operator that presum-
ably tried to make amends by
greeting me on my birthday to
make up for all the pestering
messages to “please pay the bill
on time” sent through the year,
even though I am never late on
that account. And once I have
shifted to Kolkata and acquired
another cellphone number, the
second operator’s computer
has followed suit.  

I know that as you get older,
fewer and fewer people will
keep in touch with you. But it is
still a bit unnerving to see
ahead of you a time when, with
the digital revolution striking
deeper roots, it is mostly a little
army of computer systems that
will remember your birthday.
The ultimate science-fiction
reality that looms ahead is
robots — much more like real
human beings than they are
today and with intelligence far
ahead of most humans, taking
over the ritual greetings. 

In Japan, I am told, young
people who live far away from
parents who insist on staying in
their highland cottages in the

harsh north have worked out an
alternative. They hire real-life
humans who on, say, Japanese
New Year, come and wish the
parents all the best, acting every
bit like the actual children. I
can’t decide which would be
better, or worse — being greeted
by such hired hands or by intel-
ligent robots who get off the
van, ring the doorbell, deliver
joyful lifelike greetings, and
then wave and get back to the
van, and be gone. 

Till that happens, in the last
couple of years our son has
been trying to be a bit differ-
ent and imaginative. Last year,
he texted me, “When I was your
age, I, too, was an optimist.
Happy birthday.” The wife and
I had a good laugh. This year he
has messaged me a part of the
lyric from one of my favourite
Joan Baez songs, which goes
like this, “May your hands
always be busy/May your feet
always be swift/And may you
have a strong foundation/
When the winds of changes
shift./May your heart always be
joyful/May your song always be
sung ... ”; and then the refrain
with which every stanza ends,
“And may you stay forever
young/Forever young … ”.
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May you stay forever young

Alice laughed: “There’s no use
trying,” she said; “one can’t
believe impossible things.”

“I daresay you haven’t had
much practice,” said the Queen.
“When I was younger, I always
did it for half an hour a day.
Why, sometimes I’ve believed as
many as six impossible things
before breakfast.” — Through
the Looking Glass, Lewis Carroll

The description of deliber-
ate cognitive dissonance
may have been autobio-

graphical. Lewis Carroll, or the

Reverend Charles Lutwidge
Dodgson, to give him his proper
name, was a priest-mathemati-
cian. He was well aware science
could directly contradict the lit-
eral assertions of religion. 

Science has made massive
advances in the 150-odd years
since Alice went down the hole
with the White Rabbit. The
cognitive dissonances have
grown manifold. Anybody who
is both religious and rational
must emulate the White
Queen: every religion makes
some assertions that cannot be
literally true. 

There is no shortage of peo-
ple who are both religious and
rational, including scientists of
the highest calibre. The Jesuit
priest, Georges Henri LeMaitre,
first conceptualised the Big
Bang; Abdus Salam proved the
unity of the weak nuclear force
with the electromagnetic force
and quoted from his holy book
at the Nobel award ceremony.
How did such giants reconcile
glaring contradictions? 

The evolutionary biologist,

Stephen Jay Gould, suggests
that religion and science belong
to “non-overlapping magiste-
ria” and each has a “a legitimate
magisterium, or domain of
teaching authority”, and these
two domains should not over-
lap. It requires a great deal of
mental discipline to ensure
magisteria are permanently 
non-overlapping. 

Some scientists seem to rec-
oncile contradictions by assum-
ing religions are metaphorical.
Others lose, or modify their
beliefs. Charles Darwin himself,
James Watson and Francis
Crick, and S Chandrasekhar
would be among the examples
of scientists moving away from
dogma as their own work high-
lighted dissonance. 

At the other end of the spec-
trum, the highly religious can
abandon the rational, and head
into crackpottery. The Dalai
Lama is a rare religious leader in
that he states unequivocally:  “If
scientific analysis were conclu-
sively to demonstrate certain
claims in Buddhism to be false,

then we must accept the find-
ings of science and abandon
those claims.” More often, the
religious go into denial when
faced with scientific contradic-
tions of their beliefs. 

The repudiation of science
can be dangerous in ways that
are dreadfully quantifiable.
Take polio, for example. It is a
crippling disease, but very
effective vaccines exist. If
everybody is immunised, the
disease can be eradicated.
However, if a section of society
refuses immunisation, the risks
rise for the entire population. 

The Ebola epidemic in
Sierra Leone was triggered by
crackpottery and religious
rigidity. First, a traditional
herbal healer insisted she could
cure Ebola and ended up infect-
ed herself. Then, her followers
insisted on religious burial,
rather than cremating her with
all clothes and paraphernalia to
ensure disinfection. As many
as 14 people were infected at
the funeral, leading to an epi-
demic. The World Health
Organization now reckons over
20,000 people may die. 

In other parts of Africa, wilful
ignorance about AIDS by leaders

such as Jacob Zuma have led to
large numbers of deaths. In
India, too, a herbal healer (he
also teaches yoga on TV) claims
he can cure AIDS. He’s close to
the current government. 

The government itself is
headed by somebody who said
recently, “Climate has not
changed. We have changed.”
Narendra Modi’s views have
certainly changed since he
penned Convenient Action:
Gujarat’s Response to
Challenges of Climate Change. 

The Union water resources
minister, Uma Bharati, also
made the ludicrous claims that
“the excreta of non-believers”
caused the Uttarakhand disas-
ter in 2013. Kashmir and
Uttarakhand have suffered
from a combination of unusu-
ally high rain and massive
environmental degradation
caused by unbridled deforesta-
tion and reckless construction.
If the policy response is to tell
people to toughen up, tolerate
heat and cold, and avoid per-
forming natural functions,
India is due for many more
such disasters.
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T he ongoing proxy war inflaming West Asia
(including India’s western frontiers), between
the Sunnis led by the theocratic Wahhabi

monarchy of Saudi Arabia and the Shias led by the
theocracy of Iran, is reminiscent of the Thirty Years’
War between the Catholic and
Protestant powers of Europe in the
17th century that ended with the
treaty of Westphalia in 1648. But just
as this treaty merely stopped the
merging of domestic and foreign pol-
icy, allowing each sovereign state to
maintain its own religious order
domestically, even an ending of the
transnational external threats to
peace in the proxy religious Sunni-
Shia conflict would not touch the
respective sectarian fundamentalist
religious beliefs in the domestic
domain. In Europe, it was the
Scottish Enlightenment and its extension into the
French Enlightenment in the 18th century that
allowed these religious fundamentalisms to morph
into the secularism that has come to characterise
modernity. Is such an Islamic Enlightenment likely?
This is the subject of this and my next column.

The best guide to the issues is David Hume, the
philosopher of the Scottish Enlightenment. He lived
in a society still dominated by the Calvinist 
Scottish Kirk. 

In 1696, Arthur Herman (How the Scots Invented
the Modern World, 2001) informs us, a 19-year-old
theology student, Thomas Aikenhead, was hung for
blasphemy at the instigation of the Scottish
Presbyterian Church. It is described by Dr Herman as
follows: “The Kirk wiped out all traditional forms of
collective fun ... Fornication brought punishment

and exile; adultery meant death. The church courts,
or Kirk-sessions, enforced the law with scourges, pil-
lories, branks, ducking-stools, banishment, and, in the
case of witches or those possessed by the devil, burn-
ing at the stake.” This sounds eerily similar to what we

read in our newspapers about Shia
Iran, Wahhabi Saudi Arabia and the
Afghan Taliban. 

Yet by 1725, Francis Hutcheson (a
clergyman and a teacher) and Lord
Kames (a lawyer and judge) had
launched the Scottish Enlightenment.
David Hume, sitting in his study in
the 1750s, wrote his devastating cri-
tiques of Christianity in the Dialogues
and the Natural History of Religion,
but fearful of the still potent charge of
atheism he locked them up and they
were only published after his death 
in 1776. 

Monotheistic religions, argued Hume, like most
others, have a “natural religion” that is presumed to
be based on reason, and a “revealed religion” based on
faith. Hume was devastating about both aspects of
Christianity. As he noted in the Dialogues about the
belief in an omnipotent, omniscient and benevolent
deity ruling the world: how could one explain evil in
such a world? “Epicurus’ old questions are yet unan-
swered. Is he [God] willing to prevent evil, but not
able? Then he is impotent. Is he able, but not willing?
Then he is malevolent. Is he both able and willing?
Whence then is evil?” 

On the revelatory part of religion, Hume argues
that there is no essential difference between poly-
theism and monotheism. Polytheism, which is the
original religion of mankind, “arose not from a con-
templation of the works of nature, but from a concern

with regard to the events of life, and from the inces-
sant hopes and fears that activate the human mind”.
Theism by contrast believes in a supreme deity, the
author of nature, the omnipotent creator. 

Comparing the two – polytheism and theism –
Hume notes: “The greatest and most observable dif-
ferences between a traditional, mythological religion,
and a systematical, scholastic one are two: the former
is often more reasonable, as consisting only of a mul-
titude of stories, which, however groundless, imply no
express absurdity and demonstrative contradiction;
and sits also so easy and light on men’s minds, that,
though it may be as universally received, it happily
makes no such deep impression on the affections
and understanding.”

But he also noted in his Natural History, dis-
cussing the relative merits of polytheism with
monotheism: “Idolatory is attended with this evident
advantage, that, by limiting the powers and func-
tions of its deities, it naturally admits the gods of oth-
er sects and nations to a share of divinity, and renders
all the various deities, as well as rites, ceremonies or
traditions, compatible with each other.” He cites
Pliny’s own Natural History as affirming “that it was
usual for the Romans, before they had laid siege to any
town, to invoke the tutelar deity of the place, and by
promising him greater honours than those he at pres-
ent enjoyed, bribe him to betray his old friends and
votaries. The name of the tutelary deity of Rome was
for this reason kept a most religious mystery; lest the
enemies of the republic should be able, in the same
manner, to draw him over to their service”. 

All this leads him to conclude: “The intolerance of
almost all religions which have maintained the uni-
ty of God is as remarkable as the contrary principle of
polytheists. The implacable narrow spirit of the Jews
is well known. Mahometanism set out with still more
bloody principles, and even to this day, deals out
damnation, though not fire and faggot, to all other
sects. And if among Christians, the English and Dutch
have embraced the principles of tolerance, this sin-
gularity has proceeded from the steady resolution of
the civil magistrate, in opposition to the continued
efforts of priests and bigots.” 

This inability of Islam, to date, to embrace toler-
ance through the “steady resolution of the civil mag-
istrate” is due to a unique feature of its cosmological
beliefs: its inability to separate church and state.
Whereas in most other civilisations a distinction can
be made between the public and private spheres,
and, hence, duality in the beliefs relevant to each can
be accommodated, this is not possible in Islam. As
Bernard Lewis noted in a 1992 New York Review of
Books essay: “For Muslims, the state was God’s state,
the army God’s army, and of course the enemy was
God’s enemy ... The question of separating church
and state did not arise, since there was no church as
an autonomous institution, to be separated. Church
and state were the one and the same.” It is only in the
20th century, and only Turkey, that legally for-
malised the separation of church and state. It, too,
under its current moderate Islamic government
seems to be backsliding. 

A number of liberal voices are appearing in
Muslim societies; and, as in Christendom, perhaps the
end of the ongoing war between the Shias and Sunnis
in West Asia will finally lead to that Muslim
Enlightenment that can only come from within Islam.

Read the second part next month

Enlightenments, 
old and new – I
What can the history of the European enlightenments tell us about
the chances of an Islamic enlightenment?
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In 1977, news went around that one
Edson Arantes do Nascimento, wor-
shipped by football fans around the

world as Pelé, would be playing an exhi-
bition match in Calcutta, as it was then
known, with his team the New York
Cosmos club against local heroes
Mohun Bagan. The football-mad city
was beside itself with excitement. Never
mind that Pelé, at age 37, was past his
prime. We were going to watch an
authentic global Brazilian football
superstar in action!  

Unsurprisingly, some 80,000 peo-
ple packed Eden Gardens – the mam-
moth Salt Lake stadium was yet to come
up – and set up a deafening roar when
Pelé ran on to the pitch. Wearing his
famous Number 10 shirt, Pelé looked
trim, and the tight shorts footballers
wore in those days showed off impres-
sively muscular legs that, we were told,
were insured for millions of dollars. For
middle-class Calcuttans who knew
insurance only through the humble LIC
policy with its rock-bottom premiums,
the notion of someone insuring only his
legs seemed unimaginably glamorous.
Our excitement knew no bounds. 

The actual match was entertaining
but mostly because we didn’t have
much exposure to international foot-
ball in those days. Ending in a 2-2 draw
on a sticky pitch Cosmos didn’t push
themselves in the sultry September
weather and Mohun Bagan did the rep-
utation of Bengali football proud. As
for Pelé, he played gingerly — the leg
insurers didn’t want him to sustain an
injury, you see, someone in the crowd
informed everyone else with spurious
confidence (Eden Gardens spectators
were nothing if not boisterously inter-
active in those days).  

In truth, we saw little of Pelé’s virtu-
oso dribbling skills, though he did get
some shots at goal.  Not that we minded
terribly; every time his foot touched the
ball, we lustily yelled encouragement.
For us, it was a case of full paisa vasool. 

Memories of that naïve and unal-
loyed enjoyment were revived recently
at the equally touching excitement with
which Alessandro Del Piero was
received on his arrival in the capital.
Del Piero is the “marquee player” for
Delhi Dynamos, one of eight teams that
will compete in the Hero Indian Super
League (ISL) football.  He is one of a
handful of former European and South
American stars who will turn out for
the three-month tournament starting
next month. 

Now Del Piero in his prime was
undoubtedly brilliant and worthy of the
worshipful welcome he received in
Delhi. But from a footballing perspec-
tive he’s seven years past his best. Del

Piero is now 39 years old and hasn’t
played top-level football since 2012,
when he left his long-time Italian Serie
A club Juventus to play for Sydney FC.
Though he did distinguish himself in
the latter, it was in the decidedly lower
standards of the A-League. Like
America’s Major League Soccer and the
Chinese and Japanese leagues, the A-
League is home to stars who’ve faded
from the major European leagues.

On current evidence, the Indian
Super League bids fair to becoming
home to stars who are fading even in
those secondary leagues. For instance,
the Kolkata team, ambitiously named
Atlético De Kolkata, has as a marquee
player — Luis Garcia, 36. Once a main-
stay of Atlético Madrid, he hasn’t played
top-flight football since 2009 and
retired from professional football in
January this year. 

The ages of the marquee players in
the other clubs range from 36 (Del Piero,
Joan Capdevilla of NorthEast United
and Nicolas “the Big Sulk” Anelka) to
44, the goalkeeper David James, coach
and marquee player for the Kerala
Blasters. The Brazilian Elano, marquee
players for Chennians FC, is 33 years, a
stripling by comparison. 

The footballing establishment is
hoping that this tournament will revive
the fortunes of Indian football, sunk in
the nether regions of the FIFA world
rankings (158 out of 208 countries). This
may have worked a generation ago
when we joyfully turned out to watch an
ageing Pelé. But football spectating has
changed dramatically, thanks to the lib-
eralisation of TV broadcasting, the busi-
ness that drives sport.  

From the days when state-run
monopolist Doordarshan thoughtfully
broadcast the World Cup, first from the
quarters on and later select matches
from the first round, the explosion of
sports channels now means that football
fans are spoilt for choice. English
Premier League, Spanish La Liga, Italian
Serie A,  the German Bundesliga, French
Ligue 1, FA Cup, Champion’s League …
the very best of global football is avail-
able every week for even the most casu-
al fan. It is hard to see how a tourna-
ment with some players well past their
sell-by dates can compete with this. 

If there is a value in the ISL, it lies in
the exposure that local youths will get to
world-class techniques and fitness that
accrue from not just the experienced
marquee players but from the global
coaches — people like Peter Reid, Zico
and Habas to name a few. The fact that
the bidders are required to promote
“grass-roots development” of football
in their areas suggests that this is one of
the concerns. If this actually happens,
then cheers to the ISL. Otherwise, for
Indian Premier League-type tourna-
ments that are becoming all the rage in
India, I’d much rather watch kabaddi. 

Old is goal?
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As you get older,
fewer people will
keep in touch with
you. But it’s still a
bit unnerving to
see ahead of you a
time when it’s
mostly a little
army of computer
systems that will
remember your
birthday


